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Building on our
beloved history
to create a better
tomorrow.

Our mission.

To empower people with
low vision or blindness to
actively participate in
their communities.
Our vision.

Low vision or blindness will
not limit independence.

Our values.

Our Clients
come first
in everything
we do.

Lead with
head and
heart.

Never stop
exploring.

Our purpose.

Walk the talk.

We see beyond sight loss:
Guiding Clients
to independence,
Seeking new ways
to prevent blindness,
Creating connected
communities.
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Lift each other.
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A message from our CEO.

Focusing on
innovation
and exploration.
There is no doubt that the last financial
year was a year of hardship for many, and
one of the most challenging times we
have experienced as an organisation, a
community, and a nation. As we find
ourselves facing a whole new world to
the one we knew before COVID-19, we
understand and acknowledge the
trepidation and fear this may bring. At
Guide Dogs NSW/ACT, however, we are
determined to find the new opportunities
that we know our new ways of living and
working are sure to bring.
This focus on innovation and exploration
has been the backbone of Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT since our inception. Indeed, for
more than 60 years, Guide Dogs
organisations across Australia have been
in the business of helping people with
low vision or blindness overcome
barriers. Supporting our Clients to put
one foot in front of the other and have
the courage to move forward, no matter
the obstacles they may face.
In the 2021 financial year, the
philanthropic community dug deep, with
over $1 million in grants from Trusts and
Foundations, Clubgrants and local
government grants to Guide Dogs NSW/
ACT; a Significant increase on the $650k
received in financial year 2019-2020.
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This is a true testament to the generosity
of Australians, who seek to support those
most vulnerable in our communities even
during the most trying of times. These
very special supporters enabled Guide
Dogs NSW/ACT to achieve our mission
via various projects, including delivering
the Positive Paws Program for
disadvantaged high school students,
distributing and training our Clients with
the latest in assistive technology and low
vision equipment, and upgrading our
training centre at Glossodia. We are very
grateful for this incredible support.
As we work together to accept our “new
normal”, we look to our beloved history to
create a new framework for how we
motivate and support our Clients to keep
looking ahead. We look to the innovation
and tenacity on which Guide Dogs NSW/
ACT was founded, and remain committed
to curiosity; to asking the right questions,
accelerating innovations, and seeking
inspired solutions to create a better
tomorrow for those who need us the
most now and into the future.

Guide Dogs NSW/ACT was built on
courage and the foresight of our early
founders to make the greatest social
impact for the people we support, in the
next year we have committed ourselves
to identify and understand what “future
Clients and customers” will need from us
in coming years and decades.
It is this fearlessness that has driven us to
invest and plan for the future – including
in new technologies to help us make
evidence-based decisions – that makes
us brave enough to recognise where and
how we can improve, and to delve into
uncharted waters; the needs of our
Clients forever compelling us to think
smarter, push ourselves harder, and
exceed expectations at every turn.
Regardless of what life puts in our way.
Dale Cleaver
Chief Executive Officer
Guide Dogs NSW/ACT
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A report from our Chairperson.

Maximising
our impact
and sharing
our successes.
As I wrote this report for Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT’s last annual report, I could
never have imagined the year that lay
ahead, nor the trials we would face.
Twelve months on, and I am immensely
proud of the agility the entire Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT community has shown during
the toughest of times.
From our staff and volunteers to our
Clients and donors, it has been incredible
to watch all of our stakeholders pivot and
quickly adapt to each and every
challenge the last financial year brought
us; without ever once losing sight of our
overall mission – to support those who
now needed us more than ever before as
the COVID-19 situation escalated.
We saw our Clients – people living with
low vision or blindness – experience
increasing isolation and anxiety as the
world seemed to close in around us all.
We also saw the determination of
everyone at Guide Dogs NSW/ACT as
they set aside their own feelings of
uncertainty, and set to work finding new
and effective ways to maintain the
continuity of care our community has
come to expect.
We also implemented our Client Advisory
Panel (CAP) who have already started
assisting us with the design and fit-out of
our new premises in St Leonards to
ensure the building will be optimised for
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people with low vision or blindness. Both
the Board and the architects Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT have contracted for this project
have been delighted to have such highquality and passionate Client input so
early in the piece.
The CAP has also participated in the
development of our next organisational
strategy, as well as playing a significant
role in informing the development of new
Client policies and processes, including
Client access to vaccinations, Client
position statements and our overall Client
communication strategy. It has been
extremely valuable to work with such a
dedicated team of Clients, and I look
forward to our continued collaboration.
The Board of Directors and I have also
taken great pride in following the
achievements of our newly-established
Dog and Fundraising Centres of
Excellence; which see the Dog Services
and Fundraising Teams across Guide
Dogs NSW/ACT and Guide Dogs Victoria
working together towards shared goals.
Our first Centre of Excellence – the
Marketing and Communications Centre of
Excellence – was formed back in late 2019
as part of our commitment to maximising
our impact and getting the most out of
every donated dollar, and the
responsibility we have to our generous
supporters to think commercially and

sustainably. Since its inception, the
Marketing and Communications Centre of
Excellence alone has delivered close to $1
million in savings, giving us the evidence
we needed to move forward with our Dog
and Fundraising Centres of Excellence.

utilising our supporters’ generous
contributions as responsibly as possible,
have given us the vital safeguard we
need to head into this new era of
opportunities, exploration and
technological advancements.

These Centres of Excellence will allow us
to create more efficiencies, achieve
economies of scale and reduce
duplication, strengthen our national
presence through local knowledge and
on-the-ground support, lift performance
and innovation levels and develop
emerging leaders across both Guide
Dogs NSW/ACT and Guide Dogs Victoria
to deliver the highest impact for the
people we support.

We are unsure yet what the financial
implications of COVID-19 will be on Guide
Dogs NSW/ACT, but I am confident our
planning to date will set us in good stead
to handle any challenges we are yet to
face. We will also still be looking to the
generosity of our amazing supporters to
deliver our day-to-day services and
supports and can now take greater
strides than ever towards adapting this
assistance to the anticipated increased
demand and ever-changing needs of
those with low vision or blindness – in
the ever-changing world in which we now
find ourselves operating.

While we have seen the benefits of
working collaboratively through the
Centres of Excellence, we are also
reiterating to staff that we don’t need to
be part of a Centre of Excellence to strive
for excellence in our work, or even to
collaborate. The social media
consolidation project we undertook in
2020, the recent launch of our new
national brand, and our online Client
Community Hub are all prime examples
of how much can be achieved when we
collaborate with Guide Dogs
organisations across Australia.
By taking a more collaborative approach
across all states and all teams – not just
NSW/ACT and Victoria, and not just those
teams that have taken on the title of
Centre of Excellence – we get ever
closer to our ultimate goal of providing a
consistent and reliable service for Clients
regardless of where in Australia they may
be located.
Another hugely positive part of the last
financial year was the sale of our
Chatswood office. This unexpected
surplus, in addition to an extremely
strong last two years of fundraising and
the commitment of all staff to continue

On behalf of the entire Guide Dogs NSW/
ACT Board of Directors, I commend Dale
Cleaver and his Executive Leadership
Team for the leadership and strength
they have demonstrated this year. I also
wish to extend my sincere gratitude to my
fellow Board Directors. Over the last
financial year, we bade farewell to
Director Preeti Bajaj – and we thank her
for her dedication throughout her time on
the Guide Dogs NSW/ACT Board – and
this financial year, we welcomed our
newest Board Director, Liz Ward.
To staff, volunteers, and donors, I simply
say “thank you.” Thank you for not only
rising to the challenges of the last 12
months, but for soaring above and
beyond each and every one of them to
ensure our Clients had the support they
needed during the most difficult of times.
Mr Kieran Maurice Lane LLB Hons, LLM
Chairman
Guide Dogs NSW/ACT Board of Directors
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A message from our Patrons

Celebrating
achievements and
looking ahead.
As Patrons, Dennis and I are delighted
to continue the long relationship
between the office of the Governor
of New South Wales and Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT.
While we dearly miss being with the
Guide Dogs NSW/ACT community in
person, we have remained steadfast
admirers of the work we have seen
over the last 12 months. With you, we
have celebrated the achievements of
staff, Clients, and volunteers. We have
been humbled and inspired by the
dedication of donors and the wider
community who have helped to create
life-changing Guide Dog partnerships.
Thank you for prioritising the health
and wellbeing of the Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT community and for using the
challenges of the last year as
motivation to achieve even bigger and
better outcomes for those living with
low vision or blindness, enabling them
to maximise their independence.
We look forward to the time when we
can once more welcome Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT to Government House..
Her Excellency the Honourable
Margaret Beazley AC QC
Governor of New South Wales
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Our Impact – 2020-2021

Thank you for supporting Guide Dogs
NSW/ACT to change the lives of people
living with low vision or blindness.

Our Clients.

1,790

Together, we achieved:

Client programs
delivered.

Our Dogs.

9,200+

287

hours of dog
training sessions.

65,265 hours

working Guide Dogs
in the community.

of Client service delivery including
35,323 hours for regional Clients.

29,112

207

lives positively impacted through our
services. This includes Clients and
their support networks.

puppies born.

126

dogs matched with
their new Handlers:

20 Breeding Stock Dogs;
44 Guide Dogs;
62 Therapy Dogs.
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34

Court Companion Dogs
in the community.

2,019

white canes, tips
and accessories
provided.
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Our Impact – 2020-2021

Our People.

About our services.
Guide Dog Mobility.
Supporting Clients to partner with a
Guide Dog to access the community
with confidence.

290

Orientation and Mobility Services
(adults and children).

employees.

10,250

Occupational Therapy.

Every day travel skills to keep Clients
moving with confidence.

Practical skills for everyday living,
regardless of age or level of
functional vision.

Low Vision Orthoptics.

Assistive Technology.

Supporting Clients to understand their
level of functional vision and providing
techniques and options for accessing
visual information.

Support to identify and use the
right technology to make life easier
at home, at work, at school and in
the community.

Services breakdown by type.

volunteer Puppy
Raising hours.

60%
Orientation and Mobility.

380+

volunteers, including:

250 Puppy Raisers;
60 Guide Dog Centre
volunteers, and;

50-55 Canine Court

Companion Program volunteers.
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21%
Guide Dog Mobility .
8%
Low Vision Orthoptics.
6%
Occupational Therapy.
5%
Assistive Technology.
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Our financials

Revenue.
Income

$

% of income*

20,043,415

49

Donations and other fundraising activities

11,363,195

28

NDIS, Medicare and other government revenue

5,898,879

15

Income from investments

2,138,559

5

Contract Services income

422,193

1

Other income

629,073

2

Gifts in Wills

Expenses.
Expenditure
Client and community services

$ % of expenditure
23,639,000

64

5,545,665

15

Marketing

1,270,359

4

Governance, finance, and administration

6,198,096

17

Costs of fundraising and gifts in Wills
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Gifts in Wills

In grateful memory of our very special
friends whom we cannot thank in
person and whose life-changing gifts
were received during the past year.

Warwick Adams

Doreen Canavan

Helen Ford

Frank Keston

William Nixey

John Stevens

Gwendolyn Allis

Clarice Carmichael

Jennifer Foster

Walter Kovalski

Leslie Nixon

James Stewart

Shirley Apelt

Anne Carolan

Juergen Frank

Dianne Krummel

Beverley Northcote

Charlotte Taylor

Nessie Appleby

Lyle Chivers

Micheil Gibb

Geraldine Lambert

Sylvia O’Cass

Marie Taylor

Christina Armour

George Clark

John Giles

Marjorie Lawn

Boris Opic

Thelma Tedder

Shirley Arthur

Marilyn Clarke

Rodney Glendenning

Katharina Liebig

Robin Opitz

Janet Timmins

Anita Aston

Robert Clarke

Gerald Goldberg

Diana Lobb

Ratilal Pala

Mary Tobin

Winifred Atwell

Sanchia Cochran

Mary Green

Elaine Loewe

Ralene Paul-Furley

Queenie Topley

Marjorie Bagley

Betty Colgrave

Raymond Hall

Norma MacGregor

Robert Pauling

Joyce Towns

Pauline Barker

Minnie Condon

Beryl Hamilton

Trevor Mackey

Barbara Pearse

Thomas Tuite

The Bill and Joy Barrie Foundation

Margaret Cook

Joyce Hamilton-Smith

Mary Mackinn

Stanley Pendall

Robert Vale

Susan Bateman

Doreen Crawley

Kenneth Harbron

Carol Madden

Nina Pickering

Josephine Virgona

Peter Bathis

Margaret Crawley

Valerie Harris

Mollie Makin

John Pike

Ann Wade

Cora Beehag

Betty Cray

Raymond Haswell

Robert Martin

Pamela Poland

Glendwyr Wake

Joan Bell

Susan Cross

Blanche Hayes

Ruby Mathews

Esma Pope

Douglas Walker

Kenneth Berckelman

Dulcie Curtis

Shirley Henderson

Ruth McAuley

The Prance Family Trust

Betty Walsh

Betty Blacket

Mary Davie

David Hensler

Neville McCarthy

Heather Priddle

Margaret Watson

Kathleen Blakeney

Valerie Davies

Louis Hervay

Coral McConnell

Enid Primmer

Margaret Watts

Ian Boulton

Arthur Dearden

Gwendoline Hicks

Mary McCrodden

Diane Pryor

Douglas Webb

Ruth Boxwell

Heather Dirou

June Hilder

Vera McCulla

Robert Reid

Valma Wedlock

Anna Boydell

Albert Doyle

Margaret Hill

Prudence McDermott

John Richards

Dorothea Whittome

Joan Boyle

Ditmar Dullies

J-Alice Hofler

Robert McDonagh

Iris Sadler

Gwenneth Whybrow

Elizabeth Braithwaite

John Durrant

Nance Holmes

Alexander McDougall

William Schuberg

Allan Willoughby

Mary Brauer

Edward Dwyer

Francis Hornibrook

Kenneth McKevett

Elizabeth Scully

Sheila Woodcock

Elizabeth Brown

Irene Eaton

James Howard

Joan McKinnon

Sheila Shakespeare

Johanna Wyld

Mary Brown

Kondelea Elliott

Susan Hutchinson

Manfred Milosevic

Maria-Teresa Shepherd

Betty Yeats

Susan Burke

Neville Ellis

Peter Jenkins

Ralf Moller

Yvonne Shipley

Michael Youl

Christina Burridge

Carol Falconer

Stanley Johanson

Marie Morgan

Shirley Slater

Betty Caddey

Catherine Faust

The Kemvan Trust

Stephanie Morgan

The Eleanor Smith Trust

Florence Campbell

Helen Felder

James Muir

Valerie Smith

Marie Campbell

Jannette Ferguson

The John and Connie Kennedy
Trust

Sharyn Murdoch-Daly

Barbara Staples
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Our Board of Directors

Guide Dogs NSW/ACT
Board of Directors.

Kieran
Lane

James
Bennett

Chairperson

Board Member

Ian
Jamieson

Jacqui
Jones

Board Member
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Board Member

Steven
Kouris

Robin
Low

Board Member

Board Member

Darryl
Newton

Liz
Ward

Board Member

Board Member
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We’re here whenever you need us.
2-4 Thomas Street, Chatswood NSW 2067
1800 436 364
nsw.guidedogs.com.au

ABN 52 000 399 744

